
 

SOUTH AFRICAN COLLECTORS SOCIETY 
 

Auction 51 
To be held on the 15th November 2020 at 4pm GMT. 

 
This is a very exciting auction, which was, in the main, arranged before the present Covid-19 Pandemic 
interfered with the normal activities of the South African Collectors Society.   Most of the lots have been 
described in detail, and many have been scanned, the illustrations being found within the Auction listing.   
However, several collections are offered, which cannot be described in detail.   If any further information is 
required, on these or any other lots, please apply to the Auctioneer - email nicholasarrow@btinternet.com 
or tel 01297 552482.   The lots marked ‘P’ are illustrated, either within the listing or at the end, but NB all 
illustrations are reduced.   Scans of individual stamps in other lots can be provided if required, of course, and 
personal inspection of any auction lot can be arranged on application to the Auctioneer.    
 
Please note that this will be a “Zoom” Auction, as described in the Society’s NEW Auction Rules at the end 
of this list, to which your attention must be drawn.   If you wish to take part by Zoom, you MUST notify 
the Auctioneer in accordance with Rule 11. 
. 
 

Lot 
No 

SG 
No 

C’don Description Est 

 

    NOTE - the Society has been invited to dispose of the following 10 lots at nil 
reserve the proceeds being donated to the Society for its own use.   The rules 
concerning bidding steps will not apply to these lots. 

 

1  o Cape of Good Hope -Triangulars - pairs of 1d and 3d (both on slightly blued paper) SG3/4, 
single 6d slate lilac on slightly blued paper SG7c (probably cleaned but sold "as is") and 6d 
"Hope Seated" pale lilac with inv wmk Crown CC  

 

2  */o Natal - Sundry QV issues o - OFS - Sundry KE VII issues */o -  Transvaal - a few QV "Heads" 
*/o, Some KE VII stamps */o (inc 2 x £1 both o), 3 pieces with Military pmks and a cover. 

 

3   */o Union Pictorial Issues - A large quantity of these popular sets (in stamp wallets, on leaves 
and even an album!) - an amalgamation of most of the values, very strong in the 1d, 1½d, 
3d, 6d and 1/- values.  Needs sorting but will give hours of fun, and probably more than a 
few unexpected delights 

 

4   */o Union of South Africa -Commemoratives - A amalgam of material from 1910 to 1960 
presented somewhat chaotically, but well worth sorting - a few varieties noted 

 

5    Airmails - a small quantity of Airmail covers, some interesting!  

6   */o Republic of South Africa - Definitive issues -1st definitives on leaves, 3rd Definitive issue 
in a fat packet and a stock book with 2nd, 3rd and 4th Definitives  

 

7   */o Republic of South Africa - A 32-page Lighthouse stock book with a mountain of stamps, 
plus numerous other issues in a large philatelic envelope 

 

8    Republic of South Africa - 3 SG cover albums with FDC's from 1st Defins to 1996, 2 packets 
with cvrs and Postal stationery, and a shoe box full of covers (including some Union) 

 

9    4 SG Cover albums each with FDC's of one of the Homeland states.  

10  */o/ 
 

 

South West Africa - A nice Davo album with issues from about 1952, seemingly well filled 
from 1962 - 1995 - plus a folder with a considerable quantity of stamps of all sorts, loose, 
on leaves etc, a cover album filled with FDC's and a box full of assorted covers - lots of fun 
sorting this out! 

 

11   Bklts 2 stock sheets with booklet covers and interleaving - no stamps.   There are 5 x 2/6 Drifoot 
bklts, 2 x 2/6 blue Drifoot booklet and 5 x 3/- Drifoot booklets 

£60-70 

12   A collection of 15 Paquebot covers, all franked with SA stamps on SA ships, and posted on 
landing at various ports, many in the USA.   A variety of markings - very interesting - would 
make a nice sideline! 

£12-15 

13   A collection of about 30 covers with a variety of frankings all of which are cancelled with 
roller postmarks. most being cancelled with slogan roller postmarks - includes a vf cvr to 
Holland with 4d triangular pmked 26 Jan 26.  C’don is variable, mainly g to vg 

£18-20 

mailto:nicholasarrow@btinternet.com


 

14   ** Cinderella - an absolutely superb collection of Christmas Seals, with a considerable 
quantity of Ephemera, normally very hard to obtain (a short article "The Story of the 
Christmas Seal", plus several roneo-ed articles,  SA Christmas Stamp Fund 50th Annual 
report in 1979).  The Seals start in 1929 and run with excellent representation up to the 
1990's, many in complete sheets - also a seal used in 1991 in place of a stamp without 
Postage Due charge!  The lot includes the various SA Christmas stamps, (SG 464 - inc 2 
complete sheets - 937/a, 1003 etc).   A Cinderella lot of this quality is not often seen and 
has not been offered by SACS for at least 25 years!   

£90-100 

15 511 ** Fourth Definitive Series - Buildings - A lovely selection from this attractive set, housed in a 
top class 4-D-ring binder.  There are numerous CB4's of all values, with an excellent 
representation of extra printings etc.  Full notes to enable the various printings to be 
distinguished - will give hours of fun!  Coil strips are also included. 

£60-70 

16 654 ** Fifth Definitive Series - The collection of this series formed by the late Bill Branney.  
Immaculately presented on large sheets in fine blue 24-ring binder, well written up with all 
information needed, very largely complete, including coils. 

£34-38 

    Literature   

17  Lit "Postmarks of the Cape of Good Hope" by Robert Goldblatt.  An essential book for 
students of the Cape of Good Hope philately.  Hardback, with virtually unmarked dust 
sheet - superb condition.  [Last time sold by SACS realised £85!] 

£15-18 

18  Lit Handbook/Catalogue "Postage Stamps of the Union of South Africa", 1946 Edition, super 
condition, scarce book 

£10-12 

19  Lit Handbook/Catalogue "Union of South Africa Stamps", 1960 "Golden Jubilee Edition," good 
condition 

£12-15 

20  Lit Handbook/Catalogue "The Stamps of the Union of South Africa 1910-61," 1986 edition, 
some pen marking on pages, otherwise reasonable condition. Essential work for Union 
collector 

£20-24 

21  Lit "The Encyclopaedia of South African Post Offices and Postal Agencies", ALL FOUR volumes, 
by Ralph Putzel, good condition, with dust jackets 

£40-50 

22  Lit "The Special & Commemorative Postmarks, Cachets & Covers of South Africa", by Hasso O. 
Reisner (second edition). Great condition, with dust jacket, another essential work for the 
Union collector 

£25-28 

23  Lit "The Postmarks of South Africa", Vol.1, A-B, by Ralph Putzel, soft-back, creased cover, but 
clean & complete 

£18-20 

24  Lit "The Postmarks of South Africa," Vol.2, C-D, by Ralph Putzel, soft-back, creased cover, but 
clean & complete 

£18-20 

25  Lit "The Postmarks of South Africa," Vol.3, E-Ha, by Ralph Putzel, soft-back, creased cover, but 
clean & complete 

£18-20 

26  Lit "The Postmarks of South Africa," Vol.4, He-Ka, by Ralph Putzel, soft-back, creased cover, 
but clean & complete 

£18-20 

27  Lit "Handbook of Postmarks of South West Africa under South African Administration", by 
Ralph Putzel, hardback, foxed cover, but pages clean & fine 

£18-20 

28  Lit "The Airposts of South Africa", by L.A. Wyndham, publ. 1936, slight damage to binding, but 
pages, plates & map fine 

£25.00 

29  Lit "The Comprehensive Handbook of the Postmarks of German S.W.A./ South West Africa/ 
Namibia," by Ralph Putzel, publ. 1991, hardback, damaged cover, pages intact & clean 

£18-20 

30  Lit Robemark Catalogue Handbook, 1983 edition, fine, scarce £10-12 

31  Lit "The Postal Stationery of South Africa", Part 2, 1910-97, W.J. Quik, a most useful 
handbook 

£6-8 

32  Lit "South Africa 1926-28 Pictorial Issue", 1980 SACS publication, much useful information, 
good condition 

£4-5 

33  Lit "The Postage Due Marks of South Africa" by R.D. Allen £4.00 

34  Lit "The Mobile Post Offices of South Africa," by W.A. Page, publ.1989, good condition, with 
certificate awarded to him! 

£4-5 

35  Lit  1954-9 Union Wildlife defins, "Third Definitive Issue (Animal Series)", publ. by South Africa 
Study Circle, 18 part series hard-bound, not offered by SACS before, containing lots of 
useful information on this very popular issue, good condition 

£15-20 



 

36  Lit "The Post Offices of The Cape of Good Hope to 1910", two part listing of every post office 
open during the period, publ. by M.P. & C.C. Nicholson, fine condition 

£6-8 

37  Lit As above for NATAL in one volume £4-5 
38  Lit As above for ORANGE FREE STATE in one volume £4-5 

39  Lit As above for TRANSVAAL in one volume £4-5 

40  Lit The South West African-Angolan Border Conflict - folder containing photocopied notes, 
articles & postal marking illustrations, ex W.A. Page, plus two 1984 editions of "The 
Philatelist" in which his articles appeared 

£15-18 

41  Lit TRANSVAAL - "A Listing of the Stamps of the First S.A. Republic and a guide to their 
Identification," by Alan Drysdall 

£4-5 

42  Lit SANAE - South Africa Antarctic Expedition by Bernd Lukas, with English translation £4-5 

43  Lit ACCUMULATION of books, journals, booklets & articles mostly related to South Africa 
philately, incl. 1953 Post Office Guide, 1986 Year Book, copy of the SA section of Kessler 
(aerogrammes), 1988-90 SA Study Group journals soft bound AND MUCH MORE!   Must be 
worth at least £40, nominal reserve only! 

£3-4 

44  Lit "The Springbok Half- Penny" (Gordon Ward) - 80pp + Index - essential for the student of 
this complex stamp - excellent condition 

£4-5 

45  Lit "The Ship Penny" (Gordon Ward) - 80pp + Index - essential for the student of this 
extremely complex stamp - binding a little worn, otherwise excellent 

£4-5 

46  Lit "The Aerogrammes of the Union of South Africa" (Bridges) (2004) - very useful handbook 
dealing simply with Union aerogrammes - excellent condition 

£7-9 

47  Lit "The Postal Stationery of South Africa" vols 1-2 (Quik - with Jonkers for vol 1) - essential 
for collectors of this complex material, with price lists - condition excellent save minor tear 
front binder page of vol 1 

£10-15 

48  Lit "The Postal Stationery of South West Africa 1888-1990" (Quik / Stolk) - excellent condition 
- not been offered by SACS for over 20 years 

£6-10 

49  Lit "Union of South Africa" - SACS Booklet no 2 (Bridges display to the November 2006 
conference) - excellent condition 

£10-12 

50  Lit "Union of South Africa - the 2d Rotogravure Pictorial issues 1931-52" - SACS Booklet No 7 
(The Mike Tonking Study Collection) - a very thick booklet in excellent condition! 

£12-15 

51  Lit "Union of South Africa - Official Overprints" - 2 SACS booklets (3 and 4  - Ian Matheson 
collection as exhibited in 2005 and 2006, covering period from 1926-1950).  An essential 
reference for students of this very complex subject in excellent condition 

£20-24 

52  Lit "South West Africa - The De La Rue Georgians 1923-1931" (The Mike Tonking Study 
Collection) - SACS Booklet no 9 - in excellent condition 

£12-15 

53  Lit A huge (and very heavy!) box containing "The Springbok" from Vol 22-6 (November 1974) 
to Vol 67-3 (August 2009) complete (per Vendor) save #27-2 and #67-3.  This would be 
invaluable for a new member seeking to catch up very quickly on the SACS magazines over 
a long period.  A similar lot was offered in the Alec Page sale and fetched over £50! 

£15-20 

    Albums etc and other philatelic accessories  

54  SBoo
k 

An absolutely pristine stock book with 32-double sided leaves, each with 9 strips and 
interleaving between the pages. 

£4-6 

55    DAVO binder / empty album for South Africa, second-hand in reasonable condition £4-6 

56    As above for South West Africa £4-6 

57    Lighthouse album pages, pack of 12, headed "SOUTH AFRICA . SUID-AFRIKA" in fine 
condition 

£6-7 

     Union of South Africa - King's Head issue   

58 P 2 S 
etc 

* Kings Head Issue - the original 1913 set as issued (ie values to 10/-) o/p’d "Specimen" - 
seldom offered (not by SACS for over 20 years) - all fine and fresh 

£230-250 

59 3w 
etc 

* ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 3d or/blk, 4d, 6d and 1/- - all with wmk inv - 3d slightly rounded corner 
and 6d** - Cat £82 

£10-12 

60 P 7w (**) 2½d with wmk inv cat £140 £22-24 

61 P 9w ** 3d with wmk inv - superb ** BM B6 with part central ornament Cat £144 £25-30 



 

62 P 10 ** 4d vert pr with central gutter and missing jubilee line SAHB8 V2 £45-50 

63 P 11 ** 6d vert pr with central gutter and missing jubilee line SAHB8 V4 £45-50 

 

From left to right - x#58, #61, #62,  #63     
  
#60 
 
 
 
 

 
64 P 11 * 6d pr with superb crescent moon variety SAHB V5 £120-150 

65 P 15 **/* 5/- - 2 singles (shades), one with full jubilee lines * and the other with broken jubilee lines 
** - Cat £240 

£80-90 

66 P 16 ** 10/- BM copy with control (very scarce) £80-90 

67 P 17 * £1 BM copy with control (very scarce) £240-260 

      Union of South Africa - Union Pictorial Issue    

      Harrison Springbok Essays   

68 Essay ** Essay in carmine, wmk Caduceus, a vf marginal B4 £30-40 

   
  
 

 
 
 

 
#64,                            #65,                            #66,                                                                                                                                                                 #67 

 
             

 

69 P Essay ** Unscreened vert S3 essay in blue in large size, imperf, with traces of the essays on both L 
& R sides 

£70-80 

70 Essay * Unscreened - small sized essay in carmine - BL corner single £12-15 
71 P Essay * Unscreened - small sized essay in blue - 2 singles, one much darker than the other  £25-30 
72 Essay * Unscreened - small sized essay in carmine - B4 £30-40 
73 Essay * Screened bi-coloured essays, Purple/Blue, Carmine/green and Black/blue (3 essays) in fine 

* condition 
£40-50 

74 P Essay ** Screened bi-coloured essays, Purple/Blue, Carmine/green and Black/blue (3 essays) in ** 
condition 

£50-60 

75 P Essay ** Unscreened dull purple single essay in large size, imperf, with traces of the essays on both 
T & B sides 

£40-50 

     
 
 
 
 

 
 
#80 #82       #83                                               
                                

 #75                          #71      #74 



 

#84        #78 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        #87                            #69 

            
            

 
     London Printings   

76 33a ** 1926 4d triangle, Afrikaans, full sheet of 120, folded into quarters and some marks, cat 
£210 

£50-60 

77 34-
39S 

* 1927-30 singles of each value in each language o/p "Specimen" - all evenly gum toned, but 
fresh - cat £1100 as pairs 

£70-100 

78 P 34ba  R-cover flown on first 1929 flight from Durban to PE with a pr of 2d with perf 14 (centred 
R), and 1/- air and 1d single - an extremely scarce cover with the 2d "split 'd' variety"  

£120-150 

79 37 * River crossing 2/6 - vf pr centred rather low Cat £150 £30-40 

80 P 39b * 10/- Table Bay - a fine pair per 14x13½ down Cat £200 £60-70 

81 39 o 10/- Table Bay - an extremely fine B8 (2x4) with cds - a scarce multiple (Cat £640) £160-200 

     Plate proofs - produced in London when production was moved to Pretoria to 
demonstrate perfect condition of the plates (see Handbook p35) - all very scarce 

  

82 P   ** 1927 Pretoria proof of frame in black, fine marginal pair £100-120 

83 P   * 1927 Pretoria proof of stamp in deep blue green/red, a fine pair £120-150 

84 P   * 1927 Pretoria proof of stamp in red/black, a very fine B4 (Single mount at top) £200-240 

   Booysen Essays   

85 Essay ** Attractive TR corner pair of essays in brown £34-40 

86 Essay ** Attractive TM pair pf essays in mauve (with a small part of the essay on the right) £34-40 

87 P Essay ** Attractive vert pr of essays in black from the bottom part of the sheet (with a small part of 
the next essays on the left) 

£34-40 

   Pretorias printings   

88 42 * ½d Springbok - 2 B4's, one with "cobweb" retouch and the other with "$" flaw (cat £100) £18-20 

89 42 **/(**)  A very fine tete-beche pr of the ½d Springbok with the 
booklet printing cylinder flaw of a grey smudge (ex horiz R3) 
and a Booklet B4 with the same flaw - cat £1,400+ 

£440-480 

90 42 ** Booklet printing of ½d Springbok pane - A complete reconstructed (3 blocks) economy 
strip of 20x3 (the original etching of the vignettes was misplaced - despite cleaning, many 
parts of the original still show on the stamps) + other varieties - full write up and detailed 
illustrated explanation included - fine and very rare 

£120-150 

91 42 ** Booklet printing of ½d Springbok - pane 5 (9-10) from an economy strip, visible remnant of 
original horn on 1/3 and of ears (faint) on R1/3 

£12-15 

92 42 ** Booklet printing of ½d Springbok - pane 6 (R11-12) from an economy strip - Clear visible 
remnants of original horns on R1/3 

£12-15 



 

93 42 ** Booklet printing of ½d Springbok - Pane 7 (R13-14) from an economy strip - visible 
remnants and cylinder variety "large dot in scroll under 'KA'" 

£12-15 

94 42 ** Booklet printing of ½d Springbok - the bottom 5 rows of the economy strip (numerous 
ears and horns visible and cylinder variety "damaged value tablet" on R20/3 

£40-60 

95 P 43 * 1d single with 85% of the vignette missing (stated to have been found at the Graaf Reinet 
PO late in 1931) - very unusual 

£50-70 

96 43 ** Ship 1d 1930 TM pr (R1/6-7) showing part arrow  £7-10 

97 43 ** Ship 1d 1930 a fine B4 with V2 "sea serpent" (R9/5)  £15-18 

98 P 43 (*) 1d single with missing frame SG43b cat £600 £70-90 

99 P 43 ** 1d Iss 1 control B4 with 'B' by E stamp with broken mast (SAHB Ce) - rare £140-160 

100 43 * 1d Iss 2 control B4 with 'D' by E stamp with broken mast (SAHB Cg) £14-16 

101 43 * 1d Iss 2 control B4 with 'E' by E stamp with broken mast (SAHB Ci) £25-30 

102 43 * 1d Iss 3 control B4 with 'E' by E stamp without broken mast (SAHB Ck) scarce £50-60 

103 43 * 1d Iss 4 control B6 with 'E' by E stamp without broken mast (SAHB Cm) £30-40 

104 P 43 * 1d Iss 8 vert pr with R arrow, wmk upright scarce £50-60 

105 P 44 * 2d Iss 1a TM vert S3 (R1-3/4) clearly showing the large arrow over the small arrow - fine 
and rare 

£150-200 

106 P 44 * 2d Iss 3 wmk upr LM B4 R13-14/1-2) with a hugely misplaced perforation - fine and rare £60-80 

107 44 ** Union Buildings 1931 2d from the booklet printing R5/3 with the "Aeroplane flaw", wmk 
upright from the portion of the sheet sold as economy strips 

£40-50 

108 45 * 3d BM arrow pr with "shuttered window" wmk upright £90-110 

109 46w M* 4d Type I wmk inv TM arrow B4 £60-70 

110 46w * 4d Type I wmk inv BM arrow pr £30-36 

 
       
    
                         
       

#95                             #98                  #105                   #                            
              
           

 
 
   
#106 
                
 
 

#108 
 
 

111 P 46 * 4d Type I wmk upr pr with "spear" flaw Cat £400  £80-90 

112 46a * 4d Type I wmk inv pr with "spear" flaw Cat £170 £40-50 

113 46c * 4d Type II pr with "monkey in tree" flaw £8-12 

114 47w ** 6d Iss 1 wmk inv BR B4 with "split tree" variety and black serial numbers £18-22 

115 47w * 6d Iss 1/1a wmk inv pr with V7 "green blob in value tablet" £6-8 

#120                                   #117 

#99 
#104 



 

116 48c (**) Gnus 1931 1/- upright with "twisted horn" flaw (cat £350) £100-120 

117 P 48w o 1/- Iss 1 wmk inv attractive B4 with the "twisted horn" variety (no margins) with good PE 
postmark.  NB close examination shows that it is almost certainly 2 vert prs joined 
together (cat £350 if perfect) 

£40-50 

118 P 48 * 1/- Iss 2 upr wmk BL corner pr with "dart" variety cat £375 £100-120 

119 P 49w * 2/6 bronze green/brown wmk inv pr with V6 "spots in value circle" etc R20/2 cat £225 £80-100 

120 P 49a ** 2/6 blue/brown superb mint BM B12 (6/2) a scarce and desirable multiple £60-80 

  
  
  
  
  

 
   #119 
 

                        
    

  
 
 

  
 
 
 
         
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                               #132 
 
 
 
 
 

#118 

#126 

#111 

#121 

 

#119                                 

x#122 #131 

#130 

#138 above 
 

137 below 



 

121 P 54aw **/* ½d Iss 4A wmk upr, R marginal B10 and B4 joined together to recreate the R arr, with 
minor var on 7/1 but no multi positive V2 on R8/11 basic stamps cat £105 

£25-30 

122 P 54 * ½d Iss 7 all 4 arrow B4's (B arrow is B6) - very scarce (SAHB give 50x basic pair) £200-250 
123 54 * ½d Iss 10 all 4 arrow B4's - fine (SAHB gives 25x basic pr) £110-130 
124 54 * ½d Iss 12 all 4 arrow B4's - fine £22-28 
125 75c ** ½d Unscreened cross hatched TR corner pr £12-15 
126 P 57 Pce Mine Dump 1 - B4 on small piece cut from Jipex envelope, with mine dump fading on the 2 

L hand stamps and completely missing on the 2 R hand stamps.  Pm is the English Jipex pm 
£120-140 

127 58 ** 2d bl/violet T arrow pr cat £75 £30-40 
128 58 * 2d Bl/violet R marginal B4 with blue sheet number (fox spots on gum) £30-40 
129 P 58a o 2d grey/purple - B4 and B6 (plus pr of 3d 45c) on piece with good Jhb pm 30 May 1941 (cat 

£550+) 
£75-90 

130 P 61a (**) 6d Type 1 fine B4 with "falling Ladder" flaw (cat £370) £80-100 

131 P 61a o 6d Type 1 fine B4 with "falling Ladder" flaw (cat £398) with excellent Jhb cds of 15 Dec 37 - 
much scarcer than unused 

£100
-140 

132 P 61b (**) 6d Type 1 fine BRM pr with "molehill" flaw (cat £250) NB very modest additional gum 
disturbance on the back 

£60-70 

133 62 ** Gnus 1/- - a superb B8 (2x4) with V3 affecting the 3 lower pairs (presumably R2-5/1-2) - 
Cat £220 without the variety 

£60-70 

134 62 ** 1/- Gnus - a lovely B6 (3x2) with R hand margin, showing variety missing perf in the centre 
between the L 4 stamps 

£30-40 

135 P 62 ** 1/- Issue 4 fine B (brown) arrow  £40-50 

136 P 62 ** 1/- Iss 4 complete top 2 rows with (brown) arrow - magnificent large piece cat £330 £90-100 

137 P 64aw * 5/- wmk inv marginal pr with Vv 5-6 (broken yoke pin etc) £50-60 

138 P 64aw * 5/- wmk inv marginal pr with V7 (green spot under L) £40-50 

139 P 64 ** 5/- black/blue grn, BR corner B6 (2x3) with Vv5-8 - a lovely piece £70-80 
140 122/a **/o Ox Wagon 5/- hyphenated and screened - 4prs - 122 BM pr with 'rain' variety, and lovely 

vert pr o, and 122a, 2 vert prs, one top marginal copy* with part arrow (but some perf 
sep’n along top margin) and the other vfu - very high catalogue!  

£60-70 

141 122 * 5/- CB4 (cyls 72 - 8) BR stamp English £40-46 
142 122 * 5/- CB4 (cyls 72 - 8) BR stamp Afrikaans £40-46 
143 Txt o  Union Pictorials: ½d to 6d used SACC 55, 55h, 113, 30, 56, 56(f?), 114, 134, 86, 86(c?), 

123, 106, 106a, 133, 133s, 59, 116, 60a, 118, 118a and Robemark ½d 48b, 48d, 48e, 108a 
ten used singles of each individually labelled: many cds. Cat £33 

£4-5 

144 Txt o Union Pictorials: used pairs [some vert] ½d-6d - SACC55, 113, 43, 56, 56b, 56f, 114, 134, 
86(c?), 133, 59, 118 Cat £18 

£3-4 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

#135 

#139 

#147 
 

 

#136 



 

   Animal Definitive Series  

145     1954-9 Wildlife Defins, ½d & 2d values only in blocks, varieties, sheet numbers etc. priced 
to sell at £160, ex Bill Branney 

£44-50 

   Union of South Africa - Commemoratives  

146 1  2½d Parliament stamp in fine pair on R-cvr cancelled on 4 Nov 10 at Fraser Street, Jhb - vf  £110-
130 

147 P 27 ** 1925 3d Air - BM B4 with full control "3" in circle SAHB17 Ca £120-
150 

148 65/8 ** SJ Set in TM arrow B4's (no arrow of course on 6d) NB 3d has some per separation in 
margin reinforced with hinge, a few perfs separated at top of 1d and occasional, very 
minor, gum disturbances noted, but otherwise near perfect 

£40-50 

149   A collection of 20 covers and 1 (cut down) front from JIPEX.   They are all franked with 
either the ½d or the 1d pane, and cancelled with the JIPEX special postmark (variety of 
dates).  All except 2 are the special Jipex covers (including the front) and condition is 
generally excellent.   1 cover has a slight shifting of the red on the map - scarce.  All/most 
of the panes have been identified by the Vendor (not checked) 

£30-40 

    Republic of South Africa   

150 Text o RSA 1st Definitives : used examples [mainly 2 of each [but excluding the rarest] of each 
value up to 20c from Groups 1-9 & individually labelled by SACC number: A substantial 
Reference/Marker Part Set consistently used by vendor as an aid to identification but not 
guaranteed. [Appx 140 stamps] cat £53 

£6-8 

151 Text o RSA 1st used Definitives: split into Groups 1 to 9: selected single used examples of the 
lower values up to 20c but excluding the rarest. A substantial Reference/Marker Part Set 
consistently used by vendor as an aid to identification but not guaranteed. [appx 70 
stamps] cat £46 

£5-7 

152 Txt ** Range of 1961-74 First Definitives in 35 packets, values to R1, includes cylinder blocks, 
some in large multiples, specialised material ex Andrew Whitworth with his notes on the 
packets, needs viewing to appreciate - good lot 

£90-100 

153 258/9  ITU set on illustrated (but unofficial) FDC - less usual than the official card(s) £4-5 

154 348/63 ** 1974-6 Second Definitives - Cylinders, Arrows, Varieties, all in blocks, all values, approx 
135 

£80-100 

155 370/3 ** Second Definitives Accumulation of coil stamps of all values in long strips, ex A. Whitworth 
(with some notes on packets), note some coil wrappers, counted 1500+ stamps, cat 
£3,333! 

£180-
200 

156 414/30 ** 1977-82 Third Definitives - CB’s, Arrows, Varieties, all in blocks, all values, lots of different 
printings, approx 170 

£80-100 

157 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set unnumbered - 1c and 10c in complete S22's, 
2c and 5c both in Strips of 15 and 7 (Cat £30) 

£4-5 

158 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set both unnumbered and numbered in 
complete S22's, save 2c and 5c unnumbered which are in strips of 15 + 7 each) - many of 
the coils have been identified - 1c and 10c in complete S22's, 2c and 5c both in strips of 15 
and 7 (Cat £60) 

£8-10 

159 435/8 ** 3rd Definitive (Proteas) - coils - complete set numbered in complete S22's with each coil 
identified (Cat £30) 

£5-6 

160 511/27 ** 1982-7 4th Definitives - Cylinders in ABCD blocks, Arrows, Varieties, all in blocks, all values, 
lots of different printings approx 200 

£120-
130 

161 528/31 ** 4th Definitives - Coil stamps accumulation of all values in long strips, ex A. Whitworth (with 
some notes on packets), app 1350 stamps, cat £400+ 

£25-30 

162 Txt **/o/ 
* 

4th (Buildings) and 5th (Succulents) definitives collection to top values in an album, includes 
over 90 different cylinder blocks, plus used stamps, coils, covers & FDCs, stated to cat 
£390+ 

£40-48 

163  
 

** 1964-77 Varieties - accumulation of commemorative issues in positional blocks, plus 
cylinders identified by A,B,C,D etc approx 320 blocks 

£150-
170 

164   FRAMA LABELS ON COVER - labels from a different number of offices, Stamp Show labels, 
odd commercial item, 70+ covers 

£26-30 

165  ** 1996-8 MEDIA RELEASE SHEETS, 16 different £9-10 

166  o Mostly off-paper used assortment in a biscuit tin £12-14 



 

167   1974-89 all different First Day Covers collection in an album, includes qty of Homelands, 
clean & unaddressed, app 90 

£20-24 

   Officials  

168 P O8 * 1929 6d (SAHB set 4 O15ca) BR corner control B4 with Vv7-8 (broken 'i' - deformed 'o') £34-40 

169 P O8 o 1929 6d (SAHB set 4 O15) V10 (markedly raised 'Offiseel') (first printing only) £30-40 

170 P O8 o 1929 6d (SAHB set 4 O15) V11 (markedly dropped 'Offiseel') (first printing only) some 
short perfs 

£15-20 

171 O12 * 1930 ½d (SAHB set 5 O16) Pr with stop after 'Offisieel' on A stamp (cat £70) £15-18 

172 P O12 M* 1930 ½d (Set 5) Fine BR corner B8 (2x4) with stop after 'Offisieel' on R18-19/12 £70-80 

173 O12a 
/b 

* 1931 ½d (SAHB set 6 O20) 2 prs (5/2-3 and 9/9-10) with 'stop varieties' on both A and E 
stamps 

£15-20 

174 O12a 
/b 

**/* 1931 1d (SAHB set 6 O21) LM S3** and pr* with stops on A (S3) and E (pr) stamps £25-30 

175 O12a 
/b 

* 1931 1d (SAHB set 6 O21) RM B4 with stops on both A and E stamps £25-30 

176 P O13 * 1930 1d (SAHB set 5 O17) very fine RM B12 (2x6) with stop after 'Offisiell' x 2 etc- with 
control 'B' and sheet number - a lovely piece 

£80-100 

177 14w o Officials set 9 2d with inverted watermark vfu with cds - Cat £260 £50-60 

178 O15 (**) Buildings 2d violet/blue - vf pr with v7 - Cat £160, plus O33 (1½d medium mines o/p 
16.5mm apart) 

£36-40 

179 P O15 M* 1938 2d Blue/violet very fine TM arrow pr (Cat £160) £30-40 

180 O15 (**) 1938 2d Blue/violet very fine BM arrow pr (Cat £160) £28-30 

181 P O16 ** 1930 6d (SAHB set 5 O18) pr with "slug mark" £12-15 

182 P O16 * 1930 6d (SAHB set 5 O18) B4 with stop on E stamp and "short 'L'" varieties £34-40 

183 O16 * 1930 6d (SAHB set 5 O18) pr with stop of A stamp cat £100 £25-30 

184 O16a 
/b 

* 1931 6d (SAHB Set 6 O23) B6 (3x2 - R8-9/10-12) with stops on both A and E stamps (Cat 
£360) 

£100-
120 

185 O16b * 1931 6d (SAHB Set 6 O23) pr with stop on A stamp £22-25 

186 O16a 
/b 

* 1931 6d (SAHB Set 6 O23) pr with stop on E stamp £40-50 

187 P O17 * 1931 1/- (SAHB Set 6 O24) fine BM B4 (very narrow margins) with stop on A stamp Cat 
£205 

£50-60 

188 O18 * 1931 2/6 (SAHB Set 6 O25) LM pr - lovely colour but perf'd low - Cat £70 £16-18 
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189 P O18 M* 1931 1d (SAHB Set 6 O21) TM pt arrow pair with major displacement of overprint £56-65 
190 P O18da M* 1931 1d (SAHB set 9 O39) TM pt arrow B4 with double overprint (Cat £600) NB gum 

disturbance on 2 stamps) 
£280-340 

191 P O18 pce 1934 2/6 very handsome B22 (5/5/6/6) with excellent CT pm of 26 Sep 38) on small piece 
cut from Official stationery - stated to be R/1/4-9/6 - a handsome piece which would 
enhance any collection! 

£150-200 

 
#192  
                      #193 
 
 
 
 
 
#201 
 
 
 

   #199 
 
 
 
 
 

 
192 P O19 * 1946 2/6 blue/brown marginal pair with diaeresis over second 'e' of 'Offisieel" (R6/2) of A 

stamp (Cat £1,500)  
£450-500 

193 P O19 o 1946 2/6 blue/brown B4 (R5-6/3-4) with diaeresis over second 'e' of E stamp (Cat £1,710) 
but NB crease in corner of key value and some horiz perf separation between R hand pr 

£240-300 

194  O24 Pce 1935 6d (SAHB 073) B4 on irregularly shaped piece with APO-U-MPK cancel Cat £110, 
unusual 

£22-30 

195 O26 * 1940 5/- (Official at right) pr with stamp variety V2 (broken bucket)  £22-26 

196 O26 ** 1940 5/- (Official at right) BM B4 £36-40 

197 O27 ** 1940 10/- (Official at right) Pr  £30-36 

198 O28 * 1940 5/- (Official at left) pr with stamp V7 (dot under 'L' of 'Posseel') £30-40 

199 P  O29 ** 1940 10/- (Official at left) pr with stamp variety V5 (Dot in upper left of frame) (Cat £500) £150-200 

        #205     
#200 

#207 

 
         #208 
 
 

200 P O36a * 1947 2d (SAHB 0105) LM Arrow B4, with variety "short "Official" on R11/1 £30-36 

201 P  O36a * 1947 2d (SAHB 0105) LM B4 with part arrow, with variety diaeresis on both R11/5-6 (NB 
both key values are ** Cat £700  

£260-
300 

202 O36 * 1947 2d (SAHB O112) BM arrow pr £6-8 

203 O36 Txt 1949 2d (SAHB O121 BM arrow B4 - stamps are ** but the vert perfs are reinforced and 
there is some even toning 

£14-18 

204 O38 ** 1949 1/- CB4 £20-25 



 

205 P O49 * 1950 5/- pr with V7 (broken bucket) (Cat £180) £44-50 

206 O49 * Officials - 5/- screened issue (1 stamp is **) - Cat £180 £36-40 

207 P O50a M* 1950 5/- CB4 (Cyls 72 8) Cat £150) £44-50 

208 P O51 ** 1950 10/- B4 (Cat £160) £44-50 

200 O36a * 1947 2d (SAHB 0105) LM Arrow B4, with variety "short "Official" on R11/1 £30-36 

   Postage Due     
209 D22-29a o 1932-42 Set, mostly complete (no SG29) with some duplication and shades etc - stc £15 £3-4 

210 D35-44 o 1948 and 1950 sets (NB no SG34, 36 or 44), inc some shades - stc £98 £10-12 

211 D62 o 1967 - 2c - Fine LM B15 (5x3) - NB Vendor notes "Top left corner of selvedge extra 'o' on 
the RSA watermark" 

£9-12 

212 D67/8 o 1967 - 6c - D67 - 2 horiz prs;  D68 a fine B12 (3x4) lightly pm'd, and an irreg B12 (5x2, plus 
a pr at the TL) - very high catalogue (£300+) 

£44-50 

213 D72 o 2c bl/reddish violet with wm tb, perf 14, in fine BL corner B4 vfu £9-12 

214 D76 - 78 o 1972 issue - 2c a fine TL S4 vfu (plus a single **) and a very fine BR B10 of the 6c value 
(Unphos paper) plus a vert pr on Phosphor paper 

£13-15 

215 Txt */o A selection of various values, being D26 (pr)o, D26W (B4)o, D32*, D37*, D43o,  and D59 
(B10 5x2 and RM B4) 

£5-7 

216   TAXED MAIL - mostly 1970s/80s accumulation of covers/postcards, each with a tax mark 
(usually a "T" in a circle), many different types/offices (app 60) 

£34-40 

    Postal History - NB For photos, see END of list (after #291)       

217   Early - Newspaper wrapper upgraded for overseas use, long OFS PS cvr (folded), standard 
sized OFS cover and small cvr with ORC 2½d stamp used in Jhb to Switzerland 
(immaculate!) (4 items) 

£12-15 

218 P   KH ½d o/pd "ONE/PENNY" uprated with KH ½d for use to Germany, with good Pretoria 
slogan roller cancel (Buy Union Loan Certificates - Vermaak 5 Type 6) dated Jan 1924.  
(The card was o/pted because of a change of rate in Sept 1920, but withdrawn after 1 
month because Afrikaners objected to the monolingual o/p) 

£6-8 

219   1926-33 - 3 immaculate covers franked with prs of 1d ship stamps cancelled with roller 
cancels (inc Vermaak 11 - "Buy SA Goods" - immaculate condition) 

£8-10 

220   3 covers from Jipex - ½d pane (14) on Jipex cvr pm'ed 11 xi 36, 1d pane (also 14) on  Rgd 
Jipex cvr pm'ed 9 xi 36;  both panes (½d is 15 and 1d is 20) on single R-cover p'med 2 xi 
36 (ie FDC) - both R-cvrs have the special R-mk of Jipex - a good lot 

£18-20 

221 P   A fine cover sent from CT to NY.  Posted on board a ship, cancelled with the CT Paquebot 
special postmark, the cover was impressed with a PO mark "Over ½ oz / Insufficiently 
Prepaid / For Transmission By Air Mail".    

£7-10 

222   4 cvrs - 2 very fine advertising covers, one sent 1938 with 3 x ½d stamps (single and pr) 
ex booklet to GB, one wartime cvr with pr of 1½d mine stamps, a R-cvr with pr of 1d reds 
and also a pr (R10/5-6) inc V5 'line through R value tablet' on R-cvr to Salisbury, and a pr 
of 1d coils (SACC 105) internal mail, all correct frankings and all in excellent condition - a 
lovely lot 

£12-15 

223   Large War Effort 3d, on censored cvr marked "1st Day of Issue" but actually bearing a 
2nd day postmark (2 viii 41) of Potchefstroom.  Despite this, a nice cvr 

£8-10 

224   Large War Effort - complete set (with extra 4d but excluding 1/3 value) on First Day 
Covers, all in horiz prs (even the 2d and 1/- values which are bilingual) all (except extra 
4d) addressed to Salisbury Rhodesia from Jhb.   A most unusual set to be offered -SACC 
gives FDC's at 10x the normal used price 

£120-
140 

225   An envelope bearing the 2/6, 5/- (hyphenated) and 10/- stamps, postmarked Durban 24 
2 42 - the cvr however is unaddressed, with various pencil annotations!  The 2/6 is a nice 
greenish blue colour. 

£40-50 

226   Small War Issue - ½d (2 units) on long cover (folded) to GB and 1/- (single unit) with 5/- 
supplementary definitive to USA (the correct franking for surface mail to GB and airmail 
to USA respectively) – roughly opened at right 

£10-12 

227   2 covers - a very neat R-cvr flown on the first Union Airways return service, from E 
London to CT, franked with prs of O7 and O11, plus single of SG41 (total cat for used 
£65!) plus a cover addressed to Jersey and bearing singles of SG43 and SG44 with an air 
mail etiquette, but hopelessly underfranked for airmail so taken by surface mail.  An 
interesting pair of covers 

£15-18 



 

228   METER MAIL - 1940s/60s accumulation of commercial mail with red, meter impressions, 
few RSA, most are Union period (40+ covers) 

£24-30 

229   Collection of about 20 covers, all from Union period, most addressed out of South Africa, 
showing a wide variety of frankings and stamps - excellent value 

£18-22 

230   33 advertising covers, mainly addressed to Burmeister but 2 good airmail covers 
addressed abroad, with a wide variety of postmarks - excellent value 

£25-30 

   Airmails  

231   "Make Your Sixpence Fly" card on 1st Flight - usual postmark and Red Cross label 
attached - immaculate  

£80-100 

232   "Make Your Sixpence Fly" card, 1st day of usage, off-white card - NB some indentations 
from back and slight crease 

£50-60 

233   Red Cross "Make Your Sixpence Fly" card on flight of 1st Dec 1918 (Benoni Flight) - 
immaculate pale blue card with full explanation as to why the original flight had to be 
repeated 

£80-100 

234 P   Complete set of 1925 Air Issue (plus 2d definitive franking) on cvr from Oudtshoorn to 
ELondon.  9d value has V2 (stroke through ‘9’).  Covers from Oudtshoorn are the least 
common of these airmails 

£44-48 

235   Vert pr of UP 1/- London Gnu stamps pm'd Durban 31 Mar 32 - commercial cover sent by 
air to Coulsdon, GB.  Vf cover, but why double the postal rate?  L edge slightly creased 
consistent with use. 

£12-15 

236 P   Robertson cvr flown on inaugural London-CT flight, from Jhb to CT.  An ordinary stage, 
but stamps are B4 1d red with Control letter d and 'Broken mast' variety (iss 2 HB Cg) - 
usage of these stamps is very unusual! 

£20-25 

237 P   A very attractive air mail cover from CT to London with B4 and pr of unhyphenated roto 
2d (making correct rate of 1/-) postmarked 26 Oct 1932.  M/s "per Air Mail".  Flown on 
Imperial Airways flight AN86.   

£12-14 

238  o/ S3 of 4d Triangulars (A) sent by Airmail to London - address sadly excised.  Correct airmail 
rate.  Lot includes singles of both 4d languages with both wide (*) and narrow (o) 
margins 

£8-10 

239   Plain cvr from Boksburg (pm 11 Oct 33) to Bristol, franked with a pr of SACC 49 (Iss 1).  
Flown on Flight AN 136.  Probably over ½oz, but the cover shows no signs of wear - very 
good condition 

£15-18 

240 P   Fine cover flown on FF to Australia, addressed to New Zealand.  Correct franking of 1/8, 
made up with pr 2d, pr 2d Officials and pr 6d Officials.  Vf condition 

£12-14 

241 P   A lovely cover franked with a fine pr of 3d red/black (SG 45) and 4d roto single (correct 
rate to England of 10d) franked on the first day of the Royal Tour with 2 very clear 
datestamps.  Flown to London on Flight AN158, arriving at Croydon on 24/3/34 and at 
Ibstock (addressed to Wheatcroft) 2 days later, with arrival datestamp on rear.  Most 
attractive! 

£20-25 

242   Plain cvr from Pretoria (pm Dec 10 1934) to Holland, franked with good vert pr of SACC 
48 (Iss 1).  Flown on Flight AN 194 (which suffered minor delays en route but arrived on 
time).  No arrival mark.  Double rate = ?over ½oz, but cover not stressed 

£15-18 

243   A neat cover sent from Muizenberg (pm 11 Feb 35) to S Ireland, with a pr of SACC 48 - 
correct rate to S Ireland (Europe rather than GB).  Flown on Flight AN212. 

£8-10 

244   A very neat cover from Rustenberg to Bristol, franked with a pr of SG 45c pmked 30 v 36.  
Carried on Flight AN348, arriving in Croydon on the 11th. 

£8-10 

245 P   Flown cover from CT to Jhb, showing the use of the "Late Fee" service, whereby mail 
could be handed in to the SAA office at the airport up to 10 mins before departure time.    
Postmarked 1st June, when this scheme introduced - with all the correct markings and 
the correct postal rate.   A neat cover (ex Barry Smith) 

£5-8 

246   A remarkable cover with the complete set of the 1935 Jubilee Issue p/mked Durban 11th 
July 1936.  The 1d and 6d prs have varieties - fully written up.  High catalogue value.  
Probably flown to Jhb by SAA and then by Imperial Airways on Flight AN237 to England 

£80-100 

247 P   Schlesinger Air Race - Phillips cvr carried by Victor Smith, with usual green cachet, ½d GB 
stamp and 6d E Orange Tree pm'd George 18 Jan 37, and endorsed and signed by Smith 
[35 covers known] [Smith, flying a Miles Sparrow Hawk, had considerable fuel feed 
problems, and landed so late at Khartoum that he gave up] 

£180-
200 



 

248 P   A cover, bearing single and an apparent pair of SG 44e cancelled CT Mar 15 1937 - some 
of the later sheets of SACC 44 had a darker colour!  Flown by SAA to Jhb and carried by 
Flight AN430.  On close inspection the "pair" may be two singles, taken into account in 
fixing the reserve.  Slightly tatty right edge 

£15-18 

249 P   An excellent commercial cover to Austria with a fine B6 of 2d roto consisting of R9-10/4-
6, with "balloon flaw" (SG 44d - Cat £150), the correct rate to Europe.   Greek currency 
control mark on front.  Postmarked 8 Dec 37, it was carried by an extra flight laid for 
Christmas mail from Durban 10th December, via Athens 13th, then by DLH from Athens 
to Vienna on 17th December.  A really superb cover, with loads of backstamps and a 
scarce variety - what's not to like!    [Flying boat 'Corinthian' flew the route from 
Alexandria to Southampton in 2 days, arriving 2 days early!]   

£100-
120 

250   An Airmail cover to Celje, Yugoslavia, franked with SG 44 & 46c (both pairs, the 4d is vert 
pr) cancelled 30 Mar 38.  Greek currency mark on front.  Flown on flight DN79, taken off 
at Athens and flown by DLH to Belgrade, and then taken by surface mail to its final 
destination.  A neat cover 

£18-20 

251   2 covers from Newcastle to Ambala India; (a) with vert pr of SG44e (b) with horiz pr of SG 
61 Registered and readdressed to Simla, with arrival marks at Ambala and Simla.   Two 
neat and tidy covers, albeit overfranked! 

£20-25 

252   A long cover which is hopelessly overfranked - B4's of the ½d, 1d and 1½d hyphenated 
and 3d unhyphenated, and prs of 4d, 6d and 1/- (vert) unhyphenated.  Posted from CT to 
Pontefract on 7 x 38.   One can but wonder why! 

£10-15 

253   AIR LETTERS / AEROGRAMMES 1946-61 collection, mostly used, highlights include one to 
UK with GB 3d x2 dues, 1954 Brakpan skeleton pmk, 1955 with official reseal tape 
affixed, good number of different types (app 40) 

£40-50 

254   Collection of about 40 items, all from the Union period, and mostly Air Mails.  There is an 
incoming wartime airmail front from India plus 2 cards franked with 1½d Animal 
definitive.  Many are franked with the 1/- Gnu stamp in its various guises - excellent for 
study purposes and excellent value 

£25-30 

255   5 cvrs - 2 carried on inaugural Imperial Airways 1932 flight from CT and taken off at Paris, 
both addressed to Holland, one with Christmas seal (and tatty corner), and 3 covers (1 
reg’d) all with Official stamps - nice covers!  

£20-25 

   South West Africa   

256   No Lot  

257 P Txt o SA Kings Head 10/- used in SWA cat £80 £25-30 

258 P Txt o SA Kings Head £1 used in SWA cat £750 £250-
320 

259 P 12 S SA Kings Head £1 with setting 1 o/p (A), o/pted "Specimen" £60-80 

260 P 13 * SA Kings Head 5/- with setting 2 - fine LM pair £40-50 

261 P 14 * SA Kings Head 10/- with setting 2 vf BL control pair (with control number) £280-
340 

262 P 14 o SA Kings Head 10/- with setting 2 Cat £850 £250-
300 

263 P 15 o £1 pr setting II cat £1,400 £400-
500 
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264 P 26 o SA Kings Head 10/- with setting 3 Cat £275 £60-80 
265 P 27 (**) SA Kings Head £1 BR marginal with control number with setting 3 Cat £325 without 

number - some very minor wrinkles do not detract from a very nice item 
£180-250 

266  39 o 10/- pr setting VI fu pair Cat £180 £44-50 

267 P 53 * 5/- Ox Wagon inscriptional B4 (bottom pr is **) £120-150 

268 61a ** SWA o/p 3d perf 14 pr with Missing stop variety on R stamp (Cat £75) £25-30 

269 62a ** SWA o/p 4d perf 14 TM B4 with Missing stop variety on lower R stamp (Cat £90) £30-36 

270 65 * SWA o/p 2/6 perf 14 inscriptional pair £25-30 

271 P 65b * SWA o/p 2/6 Perf 14/13½ with Missing stop variety on L stamp (Cat £225) £50-70 

272 67 etc * 1931 Pictorial o/p high values (large format ie no 6d) fine and very fresh Cat £286 £60-80 

273 79/82 * 6d to 2/6 values all perf 14/13½ up in inscriptional pairs £16-20 

274 P 85 * 20/- value per 14/13½ up inscriptional pr £30-40 

275 P 117a ** Large War Effort 3d - fine BLM B10 including "smoking WAAF" flaw (cat £226) £50-70 

276 135/135a ** 1947 2d Royal Tour in full sheet with "Bird on 2" variety £10-15 

277 257/9a ** COIL STAMPS 1973-9 ACCUMULATION of 1c, 2c & 5c values in long strips, ex A. Whitworth 
(with some notes on packets), approx 700 stamps, stated to cat.£932 

£50-60 

278 Txt o/* VARIETIES 1923-70 range of identified minor varieties in a small stock book, includes a 
number of overprint shifts, few minor colour shifts (36 items) 

£20-25 

279  ** 1967-74 VARIETIES accumulation of multiples on a Hagner page, mostly on commems, 
note 1974 Rare Birds 4c & 10c x2, 15 blocks 

£25-30 

   South West Africa Officials   

280 P O21 ** The rare 2d o/p official - Perf 14x13½ inscriptional pair - Cat £700 for the basic pair - 
superb and not offered by SACS for at least 15 years! 

£400-500 

281 P O24a ** 1951 1d official BL corner B4 with overprint transposed (ie A on E stamp and vice versa) £60-70 

282 P O25a ** 1951 1½d official RM B4 with overprint transposed (ie A on E stamp and vice versa) £30-34 

      South West Africa Postal History   

283 Txt  OAS envelopes (3) or postcards (4), with Army Base Offices 4, 6, 6A and dumb 5 (Walvis 
Bay - 4), - generally fine strikes.  Also a photo of army HQ, ex John Sussex, and well 
written up 

£110-130 

284   AIR LETTERS / AEROGRAMMES 1950s/70s mostly mint/unused, 14 different £12-14 

    Postal Stationery   

285   POSTAL STATIONERY mint & used collection written up in an album, includes Postcards, 
Envelopes, Wrappers, Letter cards, ex Fred Clark, individually priced to sell at £572 
 

£150-170 
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    Swaziland   
286 25/7  Coronation set on plain R-cvr from Mbabane to Ventersdorf, Transvaal, bearing FDI 

postmarks of the 12 May 1937 (the actual date of the Coronation - most covers are from 
the 13th May) 

£6-8 

287 41, 
43, 
51 

 Cover from Hlatikula sent by air mail to St Louis USA - genuine commercial item, registered 
with m/s 2096 for the registration detail and dated the 2 May 1950 - quite scarce 
destination!  Loads of backstamps - interesting 

£6-8 

288 Txt  Commercial cover with red meter mark sent from Durban to Mbabane - inadequately 
cancelled, so attracting PD - 2c value either D14 or D17 - and other PD markings.  Unusual 
cross border commercial item 

£6-8 

289 Txt  Commercial cover from Durban to Mbabane with RSA 6c 1st Definitive postmarked Feb 
1978.  Usual PD mark plus 2 x 1c Swaziland PD stamps (D13) pmked Mbabane 5 ii 76.  
Attractive 

£6-8 

     And finally, 2 marvellous lots to tempt you -   

290 P    A quite extraordinary cover, addressed to a former member of SACS, franked with a B4 2d 
London printing, plus a pair of unhyphenated Pretoria 2d stamps from the economy strip 
WITH THE AEROPLANE VARIETY  (scarce), a B4 hyphenated ½d springbok and a pr of the 
1933 Voortrekkers 2d - some variety of franking here! - which is actually postmarked 
Durban 6 ii 1972 !!  (The Sterling issue stamps were demonetised until 31/12/72).  To find 
such late usage (about 45 years! is quite extraordinary! C’don good 

£20-25 

291     A fascinating collection of ephemera relating to travel, tickets etc.   This lot deserves 
inspection from specialists, but includes (Union Castle Line), eg, a Contributions record of 
superannuation payments, plus 2 receipts all from the same contributor, a Vaccination 
certificate, a cabin class ticket (counterfoil), baggage advice and customs declaration, 
Contract for service etc, (Railway Passengers Assurance) a Tourists' insurance policy, 
personal baggage declaration etc, plus 5 port maps (all in northern Europe), letters of 
detail of a holiday etc - even a receipt for medical treatment on board the RMS Pretoria 
Castle!   This gives an insight to travel in the 1950's both "below and above stairs"!  A 
unique lot 

£25-30 
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